
Statement

We, the cast of The Great Khan want to thank you for sharing space with us today. For
accepting the invitation into this world we’ve spent the last few months building, dreaming and
exploring together. For those taking up space in white bodies, we offer a gentle reminder that it
is a gift to see work like this. It is a gift to be afforded the opportunity to open your heart to
realities beyond your own lived experience. In the words of our wonderful playwright, Michael
Gene Sullivan, “this play is not written for white people” and with that in mind, it’s good you
showed up. We hope you leave as changed as we are. For those in the audience, in this
community, that are Black, Indigenous, Asian, Latin, and for our trans and non-binary family,
disabled humans and anyone with intersections with marginalized identities, we hope you feel
seen in this story. That you’re able to take a little piece of each character’s hope for what is to
come out of these doors with you. Here’s letting Black and Asian kids be kids. For letting us
laugh. To listening to music even if the volume makes someone uncomfortable. To leaning into
your discomfort. To checking your bias. To checking your assumptions when you assume
Jayden’s moved to a predominantly white neighborhood and school. Fun fact: he didn’t.

Here is to calling yourself to question when you realize you didn’t know that Black kids like
Jayden existed when you don’t really hold community with them in the first place. For being
unable to see yourself in these characters and using that as the fodder to reexamine yourself
and not assume our truths. And to Chinggis Khan for reminding us what fighting for your people
can look like and what it means to uncover what whitewashed history has kept hidden for so
long.

For calling yourself in when you decide Gao-Ming is a stereotype when really she’s a fully
fleshed out and nuanced human being, pouring creativity, seeking to hold her own history in her
hands and you don’t get to decide how she shows up in the world. Especially if you’re white. To
calling yourself out when you want to label Ant an angry black woman when really she’s a
grieving and hopeful Black child that dreams of flying. And realize that Jayden and Ant saying
saying the n-word and motherfucker and speaking in a idiolect most comfortable to them
(African American Vernacular English) doesn’t diminish their intelligence. Here’s to the Mr.
Adams of the world, those moving from passive allyship and into action by being
co-conspirators of change. You can do it too. To Crystal for loving listening and making room for
Jayden to be. Just be. . Here’s to unearthing what’s hidden in you. And in us.

We make this statement as a cast and crew that has been subject to mistreatment (much of it
disproportionately impacting the Black team members on this show) over the last two months.
And while brought us all together, it exhausted us, depleted us. But we hope that it’s sparks a
lasting change in this theatre. We say thank to those who listened to us, who chose to course
correct and find ways to support the needs to advocate for one another. For allowing us, even
with resistance, to call the Rep in and find a better way to move forward. We hope that this
doesn’t stop when we all fly away. And while this space may not be the safest at the moment for
minorities both onstage, behind the scenes, in administration, in service, it is a tenant of
transformational justice and abolitionist principle to believe in the change that can happen.



If we choose to do something different that is. Something that centers the people directly
impacted by the problems at play, the policies in practice. And this only if those in positions of
power hold a willingness to untether themselves from the roots of white supremacy that holds
up most of our institutions. May we all choose growth. May we find a way to take the ideas
presented tonight forward. May we, together, work towards building something new. A world
where the humanity of all us can be prioritized, seen as vital to the health of our communities.

A world where Jayden, Ant and Gao-Ming can be unapologetically themselves, be curious, be
the baddest motherfuckers in the world and still feel safe enough to fight for what they believe
in. Like we’ve all tried to do on this contract. Let our labored and emotionally draining
experience with the Rep be a reminder of what it means to rely on extra help from the
disenfranchised when trying to present “diverse narratives”. Institutions must arm themselves
with the resources necessary ahead of time to make these runs more than performative, and if
you ain’t got it right now? That’s okay. We believe you can get there. And one day, you’ll be able
to live up to the anti-racism statements and policies and black boxes and promises of solidarity.
Because as Fannie Lou Hamer said none of us are free until we’re all free.

A special shoutout to our director Jess McLeod for making us so brave, that we stand here, with
you today. Speaking truth to power and looking forward to what is to come and the stories we
will tell next.


